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About This Content

All of the associated Relic / Sega revenue will be donated to the David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust.

Help protect endangered species and give your favorite COH2 factions a fresh new coat of paint! Relic teamed-up with modder
Rita Rush to create those three unique sets inspired by elephants, lions and rhinos for the Soviets (2 x sets) and Wehrmacht

Ostheer (1 x set). To learn more about this charity and how you can help, visit their website:
https://www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org
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Genre: Strategy
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Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Memory: 2GB RAM

Processor: 2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Graphics: 512MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD 2900XT)

OS: 32bit Vista

Internet: Broadband Internet connection

Hard Drive: 30GB free Hard disc space

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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A lot of people (me included) have big performance problems ingame so i found a strange solution to fix the problem.

Only for Nvidia:
-You need to open "GeForce Experience" first.
-Now you go to "settings"
-Disable the ingame overlay (In German it calls "Spieleinternes Overlay" so hopefully it means ingame overlay in english

That fixed the problem for me - now it runs smooth as hell!

Review about the game:
It will be short, because i just wanted to help people with lag/performance issue. The game is really fun if you like games like
pokemon. (The difference between pokemon - you have lovely monster girls)
Story is funny but not really sophisticated.
At all I would give 8/10 for the game.

Note: There are still problems that the game can crash after a fight or teleport. I don´t know if anyone has the problem but
personally it still crash´s sometimes. (4x at something like 8 hours gameplay)

Edit 27.08.2017: FIX THE ANNOYING CRASH`S - THUMBS DOWN.

Edit 02.09.2017: Finally a fix and it seems like the problems are gone! THUMPS UP again!. I've been playing this game for
over 12 months and I have to say I love it. Having played the Championship Manager / Football Manager franchise since 1992,
this will be the first year I wont buy the new version. Although there may be more in game options, better graphics in football
manger I love the interaction and realism of 90MF. It's tough when you first join but stick with it and you wont regret your
decision.. This is a great puzzle/math game that really kept me thinking. It's begging for undo and reset buttons though. But I
like the optiopn to choose colors. When is the next one coming out?. The plastic flying disc originated as an improvised use of
pie tin lids with one popular pie and cookie chain lending it's name to the generic term for the item (which we wont be
mentioning here). In any case it's pretty certain that neither the early pioneers, the trade mark holders or partipcants in the
ubiquitous college sport "Ultimate [redacted]" had realised the full potential of the flying disc as a versatile weapon.

XMPT games have stepped up and filled that gap, one part damaging projectile, one part deflective shield and one part useful
item to trigger things the flying disc is used to it's full potential in the pixelart adventure. Using speed, agility and 3 circular
pieces of plastic a range of heroes must defeat hordes of minions, and bosses for some reason that probably isn't important.

With a cool retro style, core mechanics somewhat reminiscent of speedball and a host of level specific special rules I'd
reccomend everyone to quit playing catch and start creating some kind of large weather patern of plastic circular things..
Trading card steamulator. It' absolutely beautiful scenary.
The only problem is that all buildings in the town are "floating" 1-2 m above the "zero-level" ground (sea-level), so it's not
possible to land helicopter on the streets of the town - you sink 2 m bellow the terren... hope it's easy to fix this mistake..
Stupidly fun to play with a friend. You'll get a kick out of it for sure.
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Demo was fun to play, so I didn't hesitate before I pressed "Buy" in a full version! Love it!. Commandos BEL... wow!
Another game I played since I were young..another game I owned so many times! :-D
I had to buy it again on steam! I ran into a sale where they sold the first 4 games, for like 2.50$ total!

It runs on both Windows 7 and Windows 10. I did not have any trouble so far.
Commando BEL is one of the first strategy games ever made, in this genre, and probably the best there was, for many years
(until Shadow Tactics came in ...2016 :-D )

If you like to analyse patrols, quicksave, silently kill an enemy, wait to see if nobody saw you, quicksave again... this is the game
you're looking for!!

10 out of 5 !
One of my times bests!. Here is a link to my Guide.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=506731407
Play the demo, I think you will enjoy it.. Why do I have this?!?. Feeling on the snow is good, feels slow you have to be extra
carefull snow patches affects the car.
but i think the ice patches are not on the spot. \u0131cy roads doesn't d\u0131ffer much from wet asphalt\u00e7
plus why there are no studded tires?

extra note: Maps should be free. I bought this map via Deluxe edition but this is shady business. main game literally has what 6
maps? nz and aus is same and boring for me. no one in the rally world likes usa maps. what we got is poland and spain... so 2 and
a half map...
there should be at least 10 locations and after that you can start selling maps.. So far I have played 1 game and it is fun a
different way to play multiplayer but is great and i look forward to updates in the game and how they change it.. good luck
getting the game to play. Ive tried downloading from the website and using it through steam and its no use. I keep recieving
"xkernal error" and it wont launch and the rare times I get it to play it will crash as soon as I pick my character. The best part
about it is no one seems to want to help and the solutions online are useless.. I'll start with the good. PRiO is very pleasant game
to look at. It has a great color scheme, incredibly satisfying animation lerps, a fantastic minimalistic asthetic... but where it
suffers is in both the game design, and especially in the level design. Here is the bad:

 With the exception of the first few levels, the game has no real sense of a difficulty curve. You'll have one difficult
level followed by three easy levels. Some of the levels in the first 25% of the game are as difficult\/easy as some of the
levels in the last 25% of the game. It makes it feel like the levels could have been sorted in difficulty order, but someone
accidentally pressed a shuffle button and scrambled them all up.

 There's very little in terms of variety with the things you encounter in the levels. There's a grand total of two obstacle
types throughout the entire 50 levels: spikes and turrets.

 The turrets feel like one of the weakest aspects of the game to me. The level designers took a huge liking to them, and
they're included in almost every level. A game whose main focus is supposed to be in the color swapping tiles, actually
winds up with a focus that's more 80% missile dodging, 20% color flipping.

 Nothing particuarly creative is done with the color flipping mechanic. The game feels like it's ripe with potential for
great level design, but very little of that potential is adequately explored in execution. As a result, you're left with a series
of pretty mediocre stages.

 The game's spike mechanic is quite annoying in its design. The spikes are also linked to the colored platforms, so you
can only see spikes attached to red blocks when the red blocks are activated, etc. The main problem with this is when the
blocks are in their inactive state, there's no indication of where the spikes are going to appear once you activate them.
This leads to many levels feeling more like a trial-and-error memory game.

 Even the color flipping has annoyances. If you activate a colored block such that it appears on top of you, it'll crush you,
and you'll die. That's perfectly fine. However, the inactive state of the blocks uses a smaller graphic that the active state
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of the block, sometimes causing you to crush yourself even when you thought you were a safe enough distance away.
To sum it up, this game feels like it was made by a graphics designer rather than a game designer.. + Good graphics
+ Good mechanics
+ Multiplayer

- There is currently only a convoy attack mission
- Bugs before and after a mission, but I haven't detected any during a mission.. Dark Fear is an odd game that mashes up
a pretty bizarre cocktail of genres: it is equal parts RPG, horror adventure, survival game and even made me think about
old point and click adventures like King's Quest. It has some genuine thrilling jumpscares and the art and music
somehow works. However, it also forces you to do mindnumbing chores (read minigames) repeatedly to upgrade
weapons and armour and buy potions. Combat is boring and hard. It had me intruiged in the beginning but it ended up
being a drag pretty damn fast. 5/10
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